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of the effect of input congestion, and of capacity utilization indices. 
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The Denominator Rule for Share-Weighting Aggregation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Aggregation of efficiency scores has attracted a lot of attention in the recent literature; 

see e.g. Färe and Zelenyuk (2003), Färe and Grosskopf (2004), Kuosmanen, Cherchye 

and Sipilainen (2006), Li and Cheng (2007), Nesterenko and Zelenyuk (2007), 

Pachkova (2009), ten Raa (2011), Fang and Li (2013), Peyrache (2013), and Färe and 

Karagiannis (2014).  A reason for this is that in empirical studies we are interest to 

infer how well an industry or a group of decision-making units performs in addition to 

focus on individual efficiency scores.  Then the relevant research question becomes 

how can we derive industry or group efficiency measures based on the estimated 

efficiency scores of its firms.  Most studies relied on estimates of average efficiency 

but these accurately reflect performance at the aggregate level only if firm size and 

efficiency are uncorrelated (Karagiannis, 2015).  In other cases, we have to ensure 

that the aggregate measure is derived in a theoretically consistent way in the sense 

that individual and aggregate efficiency scores have exactly the same form and the 

same intuitive interpretation. 

 In constructing aggregate efficiency measures two things seem to matter: first, 

whether we allow for resource reallocation and restructuring and second, whether we 

use indices (ratio-type measure) or indicators (difference-type measure) to gauge 

efficiency.  Regarding the first we may distinguish between structural and industry 

efficiency.  The former measures aggregate performance by considering the industry 

or the group as a single production unit and thus allowing for reallocation of inputs 

across firms while the latter takes the observed industry structure as given.  Efficiency 

aggregation results allowing for reallocation of inputs can be found in Färe, 

Grosskopf and Li (1992), Li and Ng (1995), Ylvinger (2000), Kuosmanen, Cherchye 

and Sipilainen (2006), Li and Cheng (2007), Nesterenko and Zelenyuk (2007), 

Pachkova (2009), ten Raa (2011), Peyrache (2013), and Fang and Li (2013) while 

results assuming no reallocation of inputs can be found in Färe and Zelenyuk (2003) 

and Färe and Karagiannis (2014).  The present paper falls in the later category.               
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Regarding the second aspect, Briec, Dervaux and Leleu (2003) and Färe and 

Grosskopf (2004, pp. 100-09) shown that there is no need for aggregation weights and 

simple additive aggregation (i.e., summation) is the norm in the case of efficiency 

indicators as long as performance of all production units is evaluated with respect to a 

common direction.  On the other hand, the ratio form of performance indices is not 

consistent with this simple additive aggregation rule (Färe and Grosskopf, 2000a) and 

more structure, by means of specifying an appropriate share-weighting scheme, is 

required to ensure consistency in aggregation.  In that case the role of aggregation 

weights becomes important and affect aggregation consistency.   

 The choice of aggregation weights in efficiency analysis goes back to Farrell 

(1957).  By considering the case of input-oriented efficiency for a single-output, 

constant-returns-to-scale technology, the approach suggested by Farrell (1957) to 

estimate aggregate or industry efficiency was to weight the individual technical 

efficiency indices by observed output shares and then sum over firms.  Førsund and 

Hjalmarsson (1979) questioned the consistency of such a weighting scheme while 

Torgersen, Førsund and Kittelsen (1996) expressed doubts about its use in multi-

output technologies as well as whether actual or potential output shares should be 

used as weights.
1
  Examining closely these concerns Färe and Zelenyuk (2003) and 

Färe and Grosskopf (2004, pp. 115-19) shown that consistency in aggregation 

requires first, output-oriented (input-oriented) efficiency indices to be aggregated 

using output side (input side) shares as weights and second, actual (potential) shares 

to be used for technical (allocative) efficiency indices.
2
  The theoretical consistency of 

these results stems from Koopmans’ (1957) theorem and its revenue and cost 

corollaries (see Färe and Grosskopf, 2004, pp. 96-100), which guarantee that revenue 

(cost) efficiency, given by the product of technical and allocative efficiency, is equal 

to the ratio of industry maximum (minimum) to observed revenue (cost), with the 

former being the sum over firm’s maximum revenue (minimum cost).  

 From the above it seems that consistency in aggregation does not preclude a 

priori the use of either actual or potential outputs (inputs) in share-weighting but 

requires the resulting aggregate to preserve the same ratio form as the individual 

efficiency scores in order to have the same output-expanding (input-saving) 

interpretation.  For example, in the single-output case, aggregate output-oriented 

technical efficiency obtained with actual output shares as weights is equal to the ratio 

of total potential to total actual output.  This intuitive interpretation is inherent in 
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Koopmans’ (1957) theorem since the ratio of industry maximum to actual revenue in 

the single-output case is reduced to the ratio of total potential to total actual output, as 

long as all firms face the same output price.  In principle, this should hold for any 

ratio-type performance measure, including scale efficiency, measures of input 

congestion, and capacity utilization.  The question is whether we can find a common 

aggregation rule that preserves this intuitive interpretation and it could be applied to 

all efficiency indices. 

Here we argue that there is indeed such a simple rule, which we call the 

denominator rule.  It states that consistency in aggregation of ratio-type performance 

measures (including efficiency indices) is ensured as long as the weights are defined 

in terms of the denominator variable of the relevant index.  We verify that this rule 

governs the choices of actual (potential) output in share-weighting aggregation of 

technical (allocative) efficiency indices that are found in Färe and Zelenyuk (2003).  

We show that the denominator rule readily applies to other performance indices, such 

as scale efficiency, input congestion and capacity utilization, and even to partial and 

total productivity indices as firstly suggested by van Biesebroeck (2008).  We provide 

a theoretical basis for this aggregation rule by formally showing that the denominator 

rule is a necessary and sufficient condition for consistent arithmetic aggregation of 

any ratio-type performance measures. 

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we illustrate the 

implications of using inappropriate share-weighting schemes for the aggregation of 

individual output-oriented technical efficiency indices, and we state and prove the 

denominator rule.  In the third section, we apply the denominator rule for aggregating 

individual scale efficiency and measures of input congestion and capacity utilization.  

Concluding remarks follow in the last section.          

  

2. Problem Setting and Main Results 

  

For the ease of exposition consider first a single-output, multi-input technology and 

assume that we assess performance by means of a radial output-oriented efficiency 

index.
3

  In this case, output allocative efficiency is not anymore an issue in 

aggregating individual technical efficiency scores and the relevant aggregation 

weights are independent of output prices (Färe and Zelenyuk, 2003).  The output-

oriented technical efficiency of the k
th

 firm with a single output is given as:
4
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where x and y refer to input and output quantities,  to the intensity variables, j is 

used to index firms and n to index inputs,   is an output distance function which is 

non-increasing in x and non-decreasing, linearly homogeneous and convex in y, and a 

tilde denotes potential output defined in terms of the best practice frontier.  Notice 

that the best practice frontier in (1) assumes variable returns to scale and strong input 

and output disposability.
5
   

From Färe and Zelenyuk (2003) it follows that industry efficiency equals the 

weighted arithmetic average of individual technical efficiency scores with actual 

output shares are weights, which in turn gives: 

 

 

 

The last equality in (2) implies the intuitive interpretation of aggregate efficiency 

discussed in the introduction; that is, industry efficiency is given by the ratio of total 

potential output to total actual output.
6
  Since the individual output-oriented technical 

efficiency indices are equal to the ratio of potential to actual output, one can verify 

that consistent aggregation requires the use of the denominator variable (i.e., actual 

output) in forming the relevant weights.  This ensures the aforementioned intuitive 

interpretation of the aggregate measure implied by the revenue corollary of 

Koopmans’ (1957) theorem.  Moreover, monotonicity is not violated and thus Fox 

(1999) paradoxes are not arisen here. 
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 Consider next the implications of not using the denominator rule by assuming 

that we arbitrarily use potential output shares (i.e., the numerator in ) as weights in 

aggregating (1).  Then we have 

 

 
 

We see from the aggregate measure obtained by using potential rather than actual 

output shares as weights that does not preserve the intuitive interpretation of the 

individual technical efficiency indices since industry efficiency is not anymore equal 

to the ratio of total potential to total actual output.  This in turn implies that (3) does 

not satisfy the revenue corollary of Koopmans’ (1957) theorem.  Consequently, using 

numerator-based weights to aggregate output-oriented technical efficiency indices 

results in misleading measurement and interpretation of industry efficiency.   

To examine the extent of the difference, subtract (2) from (3) and after few 

manipulations we may write the result as:   

 

 
 

Thus the two aggregation schemes, i.e., using actual and potential output shares, result 

in the same aggregate efficiency only in the limited case where each firms is as 

technically inefficient as the industry.  Otherwise, the aggregation scheme using 

potential output shares as weights tends to overestimate industry efficiency as long as 

larger firms are more efficient than the industry as a whole, and vice versa.
7
  Thus 

using numerator-based weights to aggregate output-oriented technical efficiency 

indices tends to overestimate (underestimate) industry efficiency when size and 

efficiency are positively (negatively) correlated.   

 The above discussion does not preclude however that potential output shares 

(i.e., numerator-based weights) can be used to obtain a consistent aggregate of (1), 

only that another aggregation scheme will be required.  Starting from the last equality 

in (2) we get  
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which shows that aggregate efficiency is equal to the weighted harmonic average of 

the individual output-oriented technical efficiency indices with potential output shares 

as weights.
8
  Nevertheless, (2) provides an intuitively more appealing, simpler and in 

any case a more straightforward relationship than (5).  That is, the weighted 

arithmetic rather than the weighted harmonic mean is the natural way to aggregate 

output-oriented technical efficiency scores.
9
   

 Having examine the implications of numerator-based weights for aggregating 

efficiency indices, we now prove the theoretical appropriateness of the denominator-

based weights in obtaining consistent arithmetic aggregates of ratio-type performance 

measures by means of the following theorem: 

 

THEOREM (Denominator Rule): Let  and .  Then, 

the aggregate index  is equal to the weighted arithmetic aggregated index of 

 if and only if the aggregation weights .  

 

PROOF: Let  be the arithmetic 

aggregator function.  Then by substituting  we get 

 

 
 

Since  for ,  and in addition, .  Conversely, assume that 

 .  Then, 

 

 
 

QED 
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Thus, the denominator rule is a necessary and sufficient condition for consistent 

arithmetic aggregation of ratio-type performance measures.  

 Interestingly, the denominator rule is related to Koopmans’ (1957) theorem 

when adapted to efficiency measurement framework.  To verify this start from the 

revenue corollary of Koopmans’ (1957) theorem, namely that the industry maximum 

revenue is equals to the sum of firm’s maximum revenue 

, and divide both sides by industry actual revenue to 

get: 

 

 

 

where  refers to output prices and  is used to index outputs.  Then the 

left-hand side of (6) is equal to industry revenue efficiency, which for a single output 

is equal to  since output allocative efficiency is equal to one in this case.  On the 

other hand, the right-hand side of (6) may in the single-output case be written as:  

 

 

 

where it is implicitly assumed, as in Koopmans’ (1957) theorem, that all firms face 

the same output price.  Thus the denominator rule may be viewed as the practical 

counterpart of Koopmans’ (1957) theorem for aggregating efficiency indices and in 

general, ratio-type performance measures. 

 The generalization of the denominator rule to the multi-output case does not 

require any further model conditions or assumptions, only additional data.  These data 

refer to (1) output prices if allocative inefficiency is an additional source of revenue 

loss besides technical inefficiency and to (2) firm’s total revenue (sales) data if firms 

are either allocative efficiency or equally allocatively inefficient (i.e., all achieved the 

same allocative inefficiency score).
10

  In the former case, the output price data are 

needed both for estimating the allocative efficiency scores and for constructing the 

aggregation weights
11

 (so if there are no output price data, one can only think of case 

(2) above).  The aggregation weights are then computed by summing up the revenue 

components (i.e., the product of output quantity and output price) of all outputs to 
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come up with firm’s total revenue (sales), and then impute its share in the industry 

total revenue.  Based on the denominator rule, one can verify that actual revenue 

shares should be used to aggregate technical efficiency scores (see (8) below) and 

potential revenue shares to aggregate allocative efficiency scores.   

 In the latter case, one can verify that only data on firm’s total revenue (sales), 

, are required (not each output’s revenue component—only their sum), which 

is a regularly reported figure at firm’s accounts.   In this case (2) becomes:  

 

  

But even if firm’s total revenue (sales) data are not available one can, under certain 

circumstances, still proceed with the aggregation of technical efficiency scores. In 

these cases, we have however to make assumptions about the structure of technology 

or the distribution of outputs at the industry/group level.  In particular, first, if there 

are data on firm’s total cost of production and if it is reasonable to assume that 

technology exhibits (global) constant returns to scale, we can then interchange in (8) 

actual revenue shares with potential cost shares since 

 (see Färe and Karagiannis, 2014), 

where w refers to input prices.  Second, if it is reasonable to assume that the share of 

industry revenue from each output is the same, namely 

, then one can verify that ; 

see Färe and Zelenyuk (2003).  That is, the aggregation weights are given by the 

simple arithmetic average of firm’s share of each output.  Third, if alternatively is 

assumed that the share of industry revenue from a particular output is equal to a given 

constant, i.e., , then  

(Färe and Zelenyuk, 2007), which can be computed as long as there are data on ’s 

from industry surveys or government reports. 

  

3. Other Related to Efficiency Applications 
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In this section we illustrate the applicability of the denominator rule.  Specifically we 

show how the denominator rule can be used to aggregate scale efficiency, an 

efficiency-based measure of input congestion, and Johansen-type capacity utilization 

indices.  

  

3.1 Scale Efficiency 

 

Consider first the case of output scale inefficiency, which is measured by the ratio of 

technical efficiencies defined over the constant- and the variable-returns-to-scale 

technologies: 

 

 
 

where a hat over a function or a variable refers to constant-returns-to-scale technology 

and 

 

 

Then following the discussion of the previous section 

 

 
 

By making the appropriate substitutions and rearranging terms in the last equality of 

the above relation we get 

 

 
  

Thus, aggregate output scale inefficiency is given as: 

 

 
 

namely the weighted arithmetic average of individual output scale efficiency scores 

with the weights being potential output shares, defined by projecting the observed 
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output into the variable-returns-to-scale best practice frontier.  This result can in a 

straightforward way be generalized into the multi-output technology case with the 

only difference being that the weighting shares depend on output prices. 

 

3.2 Input Congestion 

 

Following Färe and Grosskopf (1983), a measure of the effect of input congestion in 

efficiency is given by the ratio of technical efficiencies defined over the variable-

returns-to-scale technologies with respectively strong and weak input disposability: 

 

 
 

where a bar over a function or variable refers to variable-returns-to-scale technology 

with weak input disposability and 

 

 

 

 

Then similarly to (11) we have: 

 

 
 

By making the appropriate substitutions and rearranging terms in the last equality we 

may get:
12

 

 

 
 

and thus the aggregate effect of input congestion is given as: 
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namely the weighted arithmetic average of individual measures with the weights 

being potential output shares, defined by projecting the observed output into the 

variable-returns-to-scale with weak input disposability best practice frontier.  This 

result can in a straightforward way be generalized into the multi-output technology 

case with the only difference being that the weighting shares depend on output prices. 

  

3.3 Capacity Utilization 

 

Following Färe, Grosskopf and Kokkelenberg (1989), the pure (i.e., adjusted for the 

extent of technical inefficiency) capacity utilization measure  for the k
th

 firm is 

given as: 

 

 

 

where subscripts v and f refer respectively to variable and quasi-fixed inputs,  is 

the measure of capacity utilization based on observed outputs, and  is the potential 

output when production is restricted only by the quantities of the quasi-fixed inputs.  

From the above relation we get  .   Then, 

 

 

 

By making the appropriate substitutions and rearranging terms in the last equality of 

the above relation we get 

 

 

 

Thus aggregate capacity utilization is given as: 

 

 

 

namely the weighted arithmetic average of individual pure capacity utilization indices 

with the weights being potential output shares, defined by projecting the observed 
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output into the variable-returns-to-scale best practice frontier.
13

  This result can in a 

straightforward way be generalized into the multi-output technology case with the 

only difference being that the weighting shares depend on output prices.  

  

4. Concluding Remarks 

 

We have shown that consistency in aggregation of ratio-type performance measures, 

including efficiency indices, is ensured as long as the weights are defined in terms of 

the denominator variable of the relevant index.  We prove that this is a necessary and 

sufficient condition for consistent aggregation of any ratio-type performance measure.  

To illustrate the applicability of the denominator rule in efficiency analysis we have 

considered as examples the cases of aggregating individual scale efficiency, measures 

of the effect of input congestion, and capacity utilization indices within the output-

oriented model.  

 Three are the implications inferred from this exercise: first, consistency in 

aggregation requires the primary (i.e., technical and revenue) efficiency indices to be 

aggregated using actual output shares as weights while all derived (e.g., scale) 

efficiency indices to be aggregated using potential (i.e., adjusted for the extent of 

technical inefficiency) output shares as weights; see our results for scale efficiency, 

congestion and capacity utilization, i.e., (13), (18) and (22), and Färe and Zelenyuk 

(2003) result for revenue and allocative efficiency.
14

  Second, any multiplicative 

decomposition of productive efficiency at the aggregate level involves weights based 

on both actual and potential (i.e., adjusted for the extent of technical inefficiency) 

output; see our results for scale efficiency, congestion and capacity utilization, i.e., 

(12), (17) and (21), and Färe and Zelenyuk (2003) result for allocative efficiency.  

Third, at the aggregate level we have exactly the same set of decompositions as at the 

individual level. 

 The applicability of the denominator rule is not limited to aggregation results 

based on optimizing behavior (e.g. revenue maximization or cost minimization) as 

those presented above.  The denominator rule is also inherent into Blackorby and 

Russell (1999) results that make no such an assumption: see their equation (4.3) along 

with their remark that “it makes more sense to weight output-based efficiency 

measures with input-based weights, which may represent ‘potential output’…(p. 8)”.  

This is in complete accordance with the denominator rule since Blackorby and 

Russell (1999) defined (in their equation (4.2)) output-oriented technical efficiency by 
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the ratio of actual to potential output.  In this case, as we have already mentioned in 

footnote 4, potential output shares are the appropriate weights to aggregate individual 

efficiency scores.
15

       

On the other hand, the denominator rule has been applied, without explicitly 

mentioned, to aggregate divisional efficiencies into system efficiency in network-type 

models.  For a closed two-stage system with serial structure, where the only input(s) 

of the second stage are the output(s) of the first stage, Chen et al. (2009) shown that 

overall technical efficiency can be expressed as a weighted average of divisional 

efficiencies with the weights being the share of stage to system value of outputs 

evaluated at shadow prices as are reflected in output multipliers.  As (output-oriented) 

divisional technical efficiencies are defined by the ratio of total input to total output 

values in each stage, their weights choice is in accordance with the denominator 

rule.
16

  In addition, Cook et al. (2010) and Chen et al. (2010) shown that the same 

aggregation rule applies to more general network structures, such as the open serial 

system, where each stage can have its own inputs and/or outputs in addition to the 

intermediate measures, and the serial system with shared (non-separable) inputs 

between stages.  Moreover, Kao (2012) and Lei et al. (2015) found respectively that a 

similar aggregation rule holds for a parallel system without and with shared inputs, 

where the weights are equal to the share of the each process’s to system output.  

 Lastly, the denominator rule is also readily applicable to aggregation of partial 

and total factor productivity indices.  van Biesebroeck (2008) has examined the 

implications of using output- instead of input-based shares in aggregating productivity 

indices and Bartelsman and Dhrymes (1998), Balk (2003) and Fox (2012) noticed in 

passing that “the natural way” to aggregate labor productivity is to use employment 

shares as weights while for total factor productivity to use the total (aggregate) input 

shares.  The denominator rule, as stated and proved in the second section, provides the 

theoretical basis for using an input-based share-weighting aggregation scheme for 

productivity indices.  Then the resulting aggregate measure is theoretically consistent, 

does not violate monotonicity and it has an intuitive interpretation in the sense that the 

aggregate output can be reproduced by employing each worker or aggregate input in 

the industry at the average productivity level.           
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Footnotes 

                                                        

1   Recently, Färe and Karagiannis (2014) show that Farrell’s (1957) suggestion could 

have been correct if he had referred to potential (instead of observed) output shares.  

In that case the aggregate measure would reflect potential input savings. 

2  Their latter suggestion is correct as long as output-oriented technical efficiency is 

measured by the ratio of potential to actual output.  See also footnote 4 below. 

3
  Throughout the paper we are dealing with output-oriented efficiency measures but 

our results can easily be extended to the case of input-oriented measures. 

4
  Sometimes output-oriented technical efficiency is defined by the ratio of actual to 

potential output, as for example in Førsund and Hjalmarsson (1979), Byrnes, Färe and 

Grosskopf (1984) and Blackorby and Russell (1999).  Then, Bjurek, Kjulin and 

Gustafsson (1992) shown that potential output shares should be used to obtain a 

consistent aggregation of individual efficiency scores.  If instead we use actual output 

shares, industry efficiency will be given by the weighted harmonic mean of individual 

technical efficiency indices; compare that to (5) below.  

5
  With a scalar output, weak and strong disposability of output are indistinguishable 

(Grosskopf, 1986). 

6 Hereafter the terms industry and aggregate efficiency are used interchangeably. 

7
 van Biesebroeck (2008) provided an alternative proof of this for labor productivity; 

see the first part of his Appendix.  

8
  Notice that (5) implies what we call the numerator rule.  Formally stated in terms of 

the main Theorem below the numerator rule is given as: 

 is equal to  if and only if 

.  From (2) and (5) we can see that the denominator rule is related to 

arithmetic aggregation while the numerator rule to harmonic aggregation.  We would 

like to thank Bert Balk for raising this point.  From (2) and (5) we can also see that 

both result into the same aggregate efficiency.        

9 To the best of our knowledge, ten Raa (2011) is the only one that used the harmonic 

aggregation scheme to measure industry efficiency.   
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10

   In these two situations the aggregation of allocative efficiency scores is trivial.  As 

all firms have the same allocative efficiency score, the aggregate measure cannot be 

different than the individual ones.   

11
   Notice that in both instances output prices are assumed to be common to all firms. 

12
  Another decomposition discussed in McDonald (1996) and Färe and Grosskopf 

(2000b) measures the effect of input congestion by the ratio of technical inefficiencies 

defined over constant-returns-to-scale technologies with strong and weak 

disposability of inputs, and scale efficiency by the ratio of technical inefficiencies 

defined over constant- and variable-returns-to-scale technologies with weak input 

disposability.  Dervaux, Kerstens and van den Eeckaut (1998) argued that this 

decomposition ignores the economic rationale of both the congestion measure, which 

involves eliminating managerial inefficiencies in the short run, and that of scale 

efficiency, which requires size adjustments in the long run. 

13
 This result is based on the assumption that there is no reallocation of inputs across 

constituent firms.  Results for aggregating capacity utilization indices by allowing for 

reallocation of inputs can be found in Kerstens, Squires and Vestergaard (2005), and 

Kerstens, Vestergaard and Squires (2006). 

14
   The distinction between primary and derived (by means of a decomposition) 

efficiency indices is due to Färe, Grosskopf and Lovell (1985, p. 50).   

15
 The denominator rule is also inherent in Blackorby and Russell (1999) relation for 

aggregating input-oriented technical efficiency measures; see their equation (4.6).     

16
  In the case of an input-oriented model aggregation weights are defined by the ratio 

of stage to system resource value evaluated at shadow prices as are reflected in input 

multipliers (Chen et al., 2009).  


